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1. - 40. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. My niece wakes up at eight o’clock every 
morning to watch her favourite ---- on TV.

A)   sale
B)   cartoon
C)   scenery
D)   accent
E)   case

2. It has been more than two ---- since this building 
was built. You weren’t even born then.

A)   scores
B)   delays
C)   seconds
D)   decades
E)   coffins

3. If you cannot reach there, you had better use 
a(n) ----. Using a chair is not safe.

A)   team
B)   enemy
C)   ladder
D)   filter
E)   shoulder

4. I was expecting a raise in my ---- but my boss 
told me to wait for another month for that.

A)   salary
B)   device
C)   episode
D)   legend
E)   pity

5. The ---- of his motorbike broke down in the 
middle of a forest and he waited for the service 
for three hours.

A)   scream
B)   temple
C)   goal
D)   level
E)   engine

6. It is not your ---- that you have failed. You have 
done everything you could do.

A)   talent
B)   fame
C)   pause
D)   scent
E)   fault

7. If you are walking along the road, you should 
use the ----. Otherwise, it can be dangerous.

A)   feature
B)   incident
C)   permission
D)   shade
E)   pavement

8. Most teenagers can have a(n) ---- with their 
friends all day and all night. They just love it.

A)   mind
B)   chat
C)   topic
D)   bone
E)   insult

9. What is your brother’s ---- now? Has he become 
a physician or a dentist?

A)   dispute
B)   organism
C)   occupation
D)   footprint
E)   pressure

10. The ---- haven’t paid their rent for almost six 
months and I will sue them if they don’t pay it 
again this month.

A)   spots
B)   articles
C)   dolls
D)   tenants
E)   brands
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31. Governments all over Europe have promised 
that they will ---- the joint problems of 
immigration and urban growth.

A)   contaminate
B)   correspond 
C)   tackle
D)   match
E)   fit

32. It is still too early to ---- the long-term 
consequences of the collapse of the Soviet 
Union.

A)   discourage
B)   assess
C)   restrict
D)   deter
E)   surround 

33. Advances in modern technology have enabled 
contemporary physicists to ---- new theories 
about the origins of the universe.

A)   do away with
B)   talk back to
C)   look out for
D)   come up with
E)   run out of

34. You don’t have to make an appointment to see 
the doctor, so just ---- at the surgery.

A)   show up
B)   take up
C)   put down
D)   make for
E)   set off

35. The deal will only ---- if fifty-one per cent of 
shareholders agree to it.

A)   get by
B)   put forward
C)   pass away
D)   turn over 
E)   go through

36. We don’t have much time so I will quickly ---- the 
main points of the document.

A)   get behind
B)   look after 
C)   throw away
D)   go over
E)   put back

37. A committee has been ---- to investigate the 
problem and I will be in the committee as well.

A)   handed in
B)   put out
C)   set up
D)   laid off 
E)   broken into

38. Jason seems to be ---- an empty childhood he 
had by surrounding himself with expensive 
possessions now.

A)   checking up on
B)   making up for
C)   looking up to
D)   getting along with
E)   standing up for

39. My eyesight is not good; that’s why I can’t ---- 
the directions on this medicine. 

A)    catch up
B)    settle down
C)    turn into
D)    wipe out
E)    make out

40. We had decided to ---- the wedding until my 
fiancé’s brother came home from abroad.

A)    feel for
B)    cut down
C)    put off
D)    fight over
E)    wear off


